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How many of you run shorter forecasts in 
research experiments compared to 

operations?
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Current MEPS production in a nutshell, operational since June 2017
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HPCs are idle or running 
other tasks

● 9 member run forecasts up to 54h every 6h
● Mbr 0,1,2 has 3h cycling the rest 6h
● SLAF perturbations on boundaries/initial state and surface 

perturbations.



Why should we run a continuous ensemble?
● Better use of HPC resources

○ With our new HPC we have 
room for testing

● Allows us to have more members 
and still have resources left.

● Move away from the fixed delivery 
times. Available earlier for 
forecasters

● Lagged ensemble is less jumpy
● Good experience from DMI ( and 

Met Office ? ) 

3h cycled 
members often 
have a different 
climate
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A potential continuous production suite
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HPCs are idle or running 
other tasks
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Using 3 members 
in each stream 
gives 18 members 
over 6h



CMEPS: pre-operational setup, since mid Feb 2019
● Three “streams” on each HPC

○ Gives 18 members
● Control runs 00,03,...,21

○ 3h 3DVAR + surface assimilation
○ Forecast to  +66h, HRES boundaries

● Perturbed members
○ 3h 3DVAR + surface assimilation
○ Forecast to +66h, IFSENS boundaries 

(mbr 1-16) SST from HRES
○ Initial perturbations

● EDA (upper air) 

● IFSENS perturbations 
(0.5*PertAna)

● Surface perturbations

● Run all streams in the same 
experiment (for Harmonie geeks) SLAF IFSENS

EDA NO EDA

T2m with EDA

MSLP with 
IFSENS bd



Motivation for EDA

EDA NO EDA

T2m with EDA



Motivation for IFSENS boundaries
● Three “streams” on each HPC
● Control runs 00,03,...,21

○ 3h 3DVAR + surface assimilation
○ Forecast to  +66h, HRES boundaries

● Run all streams in the same 
experiment ( for Harmonie geeks )

● Perturbed members
○ 3h 3DVAR + surface assimilation
○ Forecast to +66h, IFSENS 

boundaries (mbr 1-16)
○ Initial perturbations

● EDA 

● IFSENS perturbations 
(0.5*PertAna)

● Surface perturbations
SLAF
IFSENS

MSLP 



How does the observation density vary for the 
different streams?



Typical number of observations for one of the early weeks
Z0 (00,03,…,21) Z1 (01,04,…,22) Z2 (02,05,…,23)

TEMP T 250-300 150-200 40 (80)

AIRCRAFT T 105 130 120

SYNOP Z 530 530 445?

GNSS 70 0 0

RADAR 1100 1100 1100

ASCAT 600 750 600

IASI (METOP1) 300 300 300

SYNOP SNOW 650 0 0

SYNOP T2M 850 760 760

By construction 
we will have 
less TEMP

Snow assimilation
window far to 
narrow...



Snow is mainly reported and assimilated at 06Z. In CMEPS ⅔ of the members 
never passes through 06Z -> no snow assimilation

Modify Prepare_ob and Bator so that 

● For Prepare_ob we prepare synop 
BUFR input for current and last 3 hours

● Introduce IDATDEB_SNOW, 
IDATFIN_SNOW in Bator to allow a 
larger (3h) window for snow only

Do the above mentioned only for the 07/08/09 
cycles. Use 09 instead of 06 with the hope 
that there are more observations available….

Increment maps shown, as a bonus we get 
Danish observations...

2019-03-04 08Z mbr008 2019-03-06 08Z mbr008



Typical number of observations for one of the later weeks
Z0 (00,03,…,21) Z1 (01,04,…,22) Z2 (02,05,…,23)

TEMP T 250-300 150-200 40 (80)

AIRCRAFT T 105 130 120

SYNOP Z 530 530 445?

GNSS 70 70 70

RADAR 1100 1100 1100

ASCAT 600 750 600

IASI (METOP1) 300 300 300

SYNOP SNOW >650 >650 >650

SYNOP T2M 850 760 760

GNSS processing 
fixed 
(pregpssol.F90)

Snow assimilation
window extended



Do we see any differences in quality due to difference observation density?
As measured by MSLP

Lagging favouring mbr 0,1,2 Lagging favouring mbr 6,7,9



Comparing the past 40 
days

IFSENS: 50 members
MEPS: 9 members
CMEPS: 18 members

Small differences. Larger 
spread for CMEPS at 
longer lead times

But where is the EDA 
impact seen in earlier 
tests?

RH2M

T2M



3h precipitation

Operational setup MEPS

Continuous setup CMEPS

CRPS maintained but a loss of initial 
spread in the continuous setup



MSLP skill and spread
IFSENS: 50 members
MEPS: 9 members
CMEPS: 18 members



MSLP skill and spread

IFSENS control has a larger 
error growth compared to HRES
In addition boundaries are older in 
CMEPS



When does MEPS provide an added value over 
IFSENS? Should we really run to 66h?

+18: Almost always
+54: Summer/autumn

Frogner, I-L, A. Singleton, M. Køltzow 
and U. Andrae (2019): 
Convection-permitting ensembles: 
Challenges related to their design and 
use. Quart. J. Roy. Meteor. Soc., DOI: 
10.1002/qj.3525



Conclusions

● We can afford to double the ensemble and still have space to 
grow in other directions

● The continuous lagged ensemble produces similar scores as 
the current operational setup



Conclusions and outlook

● We can afford to double the ensemble and still have space to 
grow in other directions

● The continuous lagged ensemble produces similar scores as 
the current operational setup

● We need to investigate the impact of IFSENS boundaries and 
initial perturbation tuning (EDA,PertAna) to asses the initial 
spread and large error growth at longer lead times


